ABSTRACT
Recent advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP) bear the opportunity to analyze the argumentation quality of texts. This can be leveraged to provide students with individual and adaptive feedback in their personal learning journey. To test if individual feedback on students’ argumentation will help them to write more convincing texts, we developed AL, an adaptive IT tool that provides students with feedback on the argumentation structure of a given text. We compared AL with 54 students to a proven argumentation support tool. We found students using AL wrote more convincing texts with better formal quality of argumentation compared to the ones using the traditional approach. The measured technology acceptance provided promising results to use this tool as a feedback application in different learning settings. The results suggest that learning applications based on NLP may have a beneficial use for developing better writing and reasoning for students in traditional learning settings.
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CCS Concepts
• Applied computing → Interactive learning environments;
• Computing methodologies → Natural language processing;
• Human-centered computing → Laboratory experiments;

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, information is readily available, so people need to develop skills other than the replication of information. This results in a shift of job profiles towards interdisciplinary, ambiguous and creative tasks [66]. Therefore, educational institutions need to evolve in their curricula, especially regarding the
compositions of skills and knowledge conveyed. In particular, teaching higher order thinking skills to students, such as critical thinking, collaboration or problem-solving, has become more important [17]. This has already been recognized by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which included these skills as a major element of their Learning Framework 2030 [41]. One subclass represents the skill of arguing in a structured, reflective and well-formed way [63]. Argumentation is not only an essential part of our daily communication and thinking but also contributes significantly to the competencies of communication, collaboration and problem-solving [34]. Starting with studies by Aristotle, the ability to form convincing arguments is recognized as the foundation for persuading an audience of novel ideas, and it plays a major role in strategic decision-making and analyzing different standpoints, especially with regard to managing digitally enabled organizations. To develop skills such as argumentation, it is of great importance for the individual student to receive continuous feedback throughout their learning journey, also called formative feedback [5, 27]. One of the major challenges is how to provide formative feedback in large-scale lectures effectively [23], since every student would need a personal tutor to have optimal learning conditions. However, this is naturally restricted by financial resources. One possible path for providing individual feedback is to leverage recent developments in Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning (ML). Researchers use Argumentation Mining (AM) to develop algorithms that extract argumentative components from given texts [37]. This information can be used to score the quality of a text and provide feedback concerning the persuasiveness of a text. Scientists, especially from the fields of educational technology, have designed tools to support the active teaching of argumentation for students with input masks or representation guidelines to enhance students’ learning of argumentation (e.g., [10, 42, 45, 70]). However, current literature falls short of providing an approach with principles and proof on how to design an adaptive and intelligent IT tool to help students learn how to argue with intelligent formative feedback.

Given this potential for leveraging argumentation mining to enhance learning, we designed and built AL (short for Argumentation Learning), an adaptive learning tool that provides students with feedback on their argumentation structure during their writing process. We followed two different development approaches: a top-down approach, where we systematically analyzed literature in the field of educational technology and pedagogical theories based on [67] and interviewed 30 students with semi-structured interviews to rigorously derive requirements and principles for a first design of AL. Second, we followed a bottom-up approach, where we built low-fidelity prototypes of AL to test different design hypotheses with potential users to learn about the human interaction of an argumentation learning tool. With these two approaches, we present our final version of AL.

To design an individual and adaptive feedback tool, we collected a corpus of 1,000 student peer reviews from our lecture in which students give peers feedback on a digital business model. We wrote an annotation guideline and annotated the texts to build a corpus that fulfills our requirements. Afterwards, we trained a model to classify claims and premises and the discourse of those. This model now serves as the underlying feedback algorithm of AL. To determine the impact of AL on students’ argumentation skills, we evaluated our learning tool in comparison with a carefully designed scripting tool, a proven approach for supporting argumentation in large-scale scenarios [19, 45]. In a study with 54 students, we observed that participants who used AL wrote formally more argumentative texts. Furthermore, the perceived persuasiveness of these texts was significantly higher than in the texts from the alternative tool. We also measured the technology acceptance of both tools using key constructs [65, 64]. We found that the perceived usefulness and intention to use of AL provides promising results for its usage as a standard learning tool in lectures. The results suggest that AL helps students to write more structured texts and motivates them to write more persuasive texts in peer learning settings, such as peer feedback scenarios.

This work has three main contributions. First, AL is the first intelligent feedback learning tool for argumentation skills. Moreover, we show its effectiveness and usefulness through rigorously comparing AL with the current state of alternative learning tools for argumentation skills. The results demonstrate the benefits of leveraging NLP and ML for intelligent feedback on argumentation in a student’s learning journey. Finally, our results show an exemplary case of supporting meta cognition skills in a scalable and individual way in possible large-scale scenarios. Thus, we provide design knowledge for other researchers and teachers to design and compare similar tools for supporting meta cognition skills of students.

RELATED WORK AND CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

Our work was inspired by previous studies on technology-mediated argumentation learning, by studies about argumentation mining algorithms and on cognitive dissonance theory, which serves as an underlying theory for our main hypothesis.

Technology-Mediated Argumentation Learning

Argumentation is an omnipresent foundation of our daily communication and thinking. In general, it aims at increasing or decreasing the acceptability of a controversial standpoint [15]. Logical, structured arguments are a required precondition for persuasive conversations, general decision-making and drawing acknowledged conclusions. As [34] states, the skill to argue is of great significance, not only for professional purposes like communication, collaboration and for solving difficult problems but also for most of our daily life. However, approaches for teaching argumentation are scarce. [29] identified three major causes for that: "teachers lack the pedagogical skills to foster argumentation in the classroom, so there exists a lack of opportunities to practice argumentation; external pressures to cover material leaving no time for skill development; and deficient prior knowledge on the part of learners". Therefore, many authors have claimed that fostering argumentation skills should be assigned a more central role in our formal educational system [13, 35]. Most students learn to argue in the course of their studies simply through
interactions with their classmates or teachers. In fact, individual support of argumentation learning is missing in most learning scenarios. However, to train skills such as argumentation, it is of great importance for the individual student to receive continuous feedback, also called formative feedback, throughout their learning journey [27]. According to [48], the outcome of feedback is a specific information relating to the task or process of learning that fills a gap between what is understood and what is aimed to be understood. Even in fields where argumentation is part of the curriculum, such as law and logic, a teacher’s ability to provide feedback is naturally limited by constraints on time and availability. Especially in more common large-scale lectures, the ability to support a student’s argumentation skills individually is hindered, since for teachers and professors, it is becoming increasingly difficult to provide ongoing and individual feedback to a single student [70]. The application of information technology in education bears several advantages, that is, consistency, scalability, perceived fairness, widespread use, better availability compared to human teachers, etc., and thus IT-based argumentation systems can help to relieve some of the burden on teachers to teach argumentation by supporting learners in creating, editing, interpreting or reviewing arguments [52]. This has been investigated across a variety of fields, including law [45], science [62, 42], and conversational argumentation [10]. Different technological approaches have been used in education. Especially intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) and computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) [31] are of special relevance for argumentation learning, since argumentative discussions and debates have been identified as a key for collaborative learning settings. Therefore, argumentation emerged as a focus area in CSCL. ITS is more centered around analyzing, modeling and supporting IT-based learning activities in specific domains. A relatively new research area is the combination of CSCL and ITS to support collaboration and argumentation in an adaptive and individual way [19]. Following [52], three different IT-based argumentation learning systems in the field of CSCL and ITS can be distinguished:

- **Representational guidance approaches** (e.g., [40, 45]) try to leverage argumentation learning by providing representations of argumentation structures with the objective to stimulate and improve individual reasoning, collaboration and learning. A common approach is to enable students to represent their argument structure in the form of node-and-link graphs.

- **Discussion scripting approaches** aim to provide structured elements for argumentation learning processes with the objective to foster interactions based on script theory of guidance [19]. A typical approach is to let students choose between predefined sentence openers when composing new text content [28].

- **Adaptive support approaches** (e.g., [45, 57, 59, 70]) describes a rather new field of argumentation support. The aim is to provide pedagogical feedback on a learner’s actions and solutions, hints and recommendations to encourage and guide future activities in the writing processes or automated evaluation to indicate whether an argument is syntactically and semantically correct. However, as [51] describes, “rigorous empirical research with respect to adaptation strategies is almost absent; a broad and solid theoretical underpinning, or theory of adaptation for collaborative and argumentative learning is still lacking”.

Our tool combines two approaches: adaptive feedback and representational guidance. We rely on NLP and ML to analyze the given text and provide adaptive feedback and an automated graph-based representation. We evaluate our tool against the discussion scripting approach, since it is most widespread and has been empirically proven to support students’ formal quality of argumentation [19].

**Argumentation Mining**

An argument is a set of statements made up of three parts: a claim, a set of evidence or premises (e.g., facts) and an inference from the evidence to the claim [63]. Claim and premise represent the argument components. The claim is the central component of an argument, representing an arguable text unit, while the premises are propositions that either support or attack the claim, underpinning its plausibility. Support and attack are argumentative relations that model the discourse structure of arguments. Accordingly, an argument consists of one or more premises leading to exactly one conclusion, while argumentation connects together several arguments, thus establishing chains of reasoning, where claims are used as premises for deriving further claims. In that way, a regulated sequence of text with the goal of providing persuasive arguments for an intended conclusion or decision is constructed. AM is a research field in computational linguistics, gaining momentum in a lot of areas, including the legal domain [39], newswire articles [7, 11, 49], user-generated web content [69, 68, 26, 53, 30, 1], or online debates [6, 14]. AM aims at automatically identifying arguments in unstructured textual documents. Two main tasks can be distinguished: first, the detection of an argument, its boundaries and its relations with other text sections, and second, the detection and classification of the different components that make up the argument (i.e., the recognition of premises and conclusions). While the former requires a full argumentative text analysis in order to identify the global argumentation structure of the document at hand, the latter focuses on the internal structure of isolated arguments. In our approach, we will focus on the latter, carrying out the following subtasks:

- **Argument component classification**: classification of argumentative text into claims and premises
- **Argument relation classification**: identification of support relationships between pairs of argument components

Researchers have built increasing interest in intelligent writing assistance [55, 56, 57] since it enables argumentative writing support systems that provide tailored feedback about arguments in student essays. However, the complexity of using this technology in a certain teaching-learning scenario for educational purposes has rarely been assessed [59, 37].

**Cognitive Dissonance**

We built our research endeavor on cognitive dissonance theory. This theory supports our underlying hypothesis that individual and personal feedback on a student’s argumentation motivates the student to improve her skill level. Cognitive dissonance
refers to the uncomfortable feeling that occurs when there is a conflict between one’s existing knowledge or beliefs and contradicting presented information [18]. This unsatisfying internal state results in a high motivation to solve this inconsistency. According to Festinger’s theory, an individual experiencing this dissonance has three possible ways to resolve it: change the behavior, change the belief or rationalize the behavior. Especially for students in a learning process, dissonance is a highly motivating factor to gain and acquire knowledge to actively resolve the dissonance [16]. It can be an initial trigger for a student’s learning process and thus the construing of new knowledge structures [44] through critical reflection, also reflected in literature on transformation learning (e.g., [38]). However, the right portion of cognitive dissonance is very important for the motivation to solve it. According to Festinger, individuals might not be motivated enough to resolve it if the dissonance is too obvious, whereas a high level of dissonance might lead to frustration. Therefore, we believe that the right level of feedback on a student skill, such as argumentation skills, could lead to cognitive dissonance and thus to motivation to change the behavior, belief or knowledge to learn how to argue.

**DESIGN OF ADAPTIVE LEARNING SYSTEM**

In this section, we will explain how we designed and built our learning tool AL based on continued user feedback. The basic user interaction concept of AL is illustrated in figure 2. A user is writing or inserting a certain text and receives individual feedback on their argumentation. Therefore, AL consists of two main parts: A responsive and user-centered interface and the feedback algorithm in the back end.

*Figure 2. Basic user interaction concept of AL: students receive ongoing feedback on the argumentation of a given text*

**User Interface of AL**

**Deriving Requirements from Literature and Users**

To build a user-centered learning tool, we followed two different approaches: a more rigorous top-down approach and an agile bottom-up approach following the build-measure-learn paradigm [46]. For the top-down approach, we first derived a set of meta-requirements from the current state of scientific literature for the design of an argumentation learning tool. To do so, a systematic literature search was conducted using the methodological approaches [9] and [67]. We initially focused our research on studies that demonstrate the successful implementation of learning tools for argumentation skills. Two broad areas for deriving requirements were identified: educational technology and pedagogical theories. Since the creation of a learning tool for argumentation skills is a complex project that is studied by psychologists, pedagogues and computer scientists with different methods, we first concentrated on these literature streams. We only included literature that deals with or contributes to a kind of learning tool in the field of argumentation learning, such as an established pedagogical theory. On this basis, we selected 67 papers for more intensive analysis. We have summarized similar topics of these contributions as literature issues and formed six clusters from them, which served as meta-requirements for IT learning tools for meta cognition skills. Next, we conducted thirty semi-structured interviews with students, using the expert interview method by [25]. The interview guideline consisted of 29 questions and each interview lasted around 30 to 50 minutes. The interviewees were a random subset of the population of students at our university who are all potential users of an argumentation learning tool. The participants were asked about the following topics: experience with technology-based learning systems, perception of existing learning systems in use, importance of skills in university education, requirements for a system that supports learning meta cognition skills (e.g., functionalities, design) and requirements for a system that supports learning how to argue (e.g., functionalities, design). The interviewed students were between 22 and 28 years old and all students of economics, computer science or psychology. 13 were male, 17 female. After a more precise transcription, the interviews were evaluated using a qualitative content analysis. The interviews were coded, and abstract categories were formed. The coding was performed using open coding to form a uniform coding system during evaluation [25]. Based on these results, we gathered 180 user stories, aggregated the most common ones and identified ten user requirements following [8]. From those user requirements and the derived meta-requirements from our systematic literature review, we concluded several design principles that influenced the design of AL.

Besides the rigorous approach, we followed a continued bottom-up approach at the same time. We built low-fidelity prototypes of AL to test different design hypotheses with potential users to learn about the human interaction of an argumentation learning tool. We started the testing with three low-fidelity paper prototypes and later with two digital mock-ups of AL. For example, we hypothesized that users aim to receive visual feedback of their argumentation. We tested this with a paper prototype that provided visual feedback on the argumentation of a given text (simulating the feedback algorithm by a human). The hypothesis was validated with 10 users, which overall liked the concept of visual feedback. Therefore, the final prototype of AL now contributes to that with a graph engine that provides a visual representation of the argumentation of an analyzed text. In total, we conducted five cycles with a total of 49 different users (around ten users per cycle). These users were different to the ones recruited for the semi-structured interviews but also students from our university with a similar age and gender distribution. Based on those two approaches, we finally came up with seven design principles on how to build an adaptive argumentation feedback tool illustrated in table 1. The design principles were instantiated with our current version of AL.
Table 1. Design principles on how to build an adaptive argumentation feedback tool

User Interaction of AL

Following above mentioned design principles, AL is built as a responsive web-based application that can be used on all kind of devices. A screenshot of AL and its different functionalities (e.g., F1 - F7) can be seen in figure 1. AL provides the user with a rather simple text input field (F1) with a word count (F3) in which they can write or copy a text. Below the input field, the user receives feedback on the argumentation structure of their text in a personal learning dashboard (F4 and F5). The dashboard provides different granularity levels of feedback, which enables the user to control the amount of needed feedback information [50]. A visual graph-based representation of the argumentation structure of a given text (F5) and three summarizing scores give an initial overview of the quality of the text (F4). In the written text, the identified claims are colored in green and the premises are highlighted in yellow to provide the user with an instant feedback on their own given input (F2). By clicking on the marked text fields or on the nodes in the graph, a more detailed view of the discourse of the argument will appear (F6). This shows clearly if a claim is sufficiently supported (as in P6) or if it misses a premise (see in figure 3 top). This function provides the user with clear action steps on how to improve the persuasiveness and formal quality of their texts. Moreover, best practices and explanations about argumentation and argumentation theory are provided by clicking on the “Explanation” or “Help” button (see figure 3). The three summarizing scores readability, coherence and persuasiveness (F4) provide the student with a ranking of their text to provide superfluous instant feedback. By clicking on the scores or on “details”, the methodology for calculating the scores, as well as concrete hints, action steps and explanations on how the user can increase her score level will be shown (see figure 3 below). These action steps provide the user with orientation and context to improve their writing quality [54, 27]. On the bottom of the tool, AL provides a learning progress bar (F7), which actively monitors the student’s past and current learning development to convey a goal and purpose of learning [54, 27]. Based on our user studies, AL is not provided with a social comparison of the user’s argumentation level with peers, since we often received negative feedback for such a functionality. In fact, the users wanted to receive as individual of a feedback as possible based on theory, since the level of argumentation is very context-sensitive. Therefore, we provided AL with an intelligent feedback algorithm that provides adaptive and individual feedback.

Feedback Algorithm of AL

To design an individual and adaptive feedback tool, we collected and annotated our own corpus to train and tune a model that fulfills the users’ requirements to give instant feedback on their texts.

Building a Corpus of Persuasive Student Essays

A major prerequisite for developing NLP methods that are able to identify argument components and argumentative relations in written texts is the availability of annotated corpora. Since no suitable corpus was available that A) contained annotated persuasive student essays in German, B) consisted of a sufficient corpus size to be able to use the trained model in a real-world scenario that fulfills our user requirements and C) followed a novel annotation guideline for guiding the annotators towards an adequate agreement, we decided to build our own data set. Therefore, we collected a corpus of 1,000 student-generated peer reviews written in German. The data was collected in one of our mandatory business innovation lectures in a master program at our university. In this lecture, around 200 students develop and present a new business model for which they receive three peer feedback reviews where each a student from the same course elaborates on the strengths and weaknesses of a business model and gives persuasive recommendations on what could be improved. We collected a random subset of 1,000 of these reviews from around 7,000 documents form the last years. In the annotation process, we followed the approach described in [58]. Three native German speakers were hired to annotate the reviews independently from each other for claims and premises as well as their argumentative relationship in terms of support
and attack, according to the annotation guidelines we specified. Inspired by [58], our guidelines consisted of 15 pages, including definitions and rules for what is an argument, which annotation scheme is to be used and how argument components and argumentative relations are to be judged. Several training sessions were performed to resolve disagreements among the annotators and to reach a common understanding of the annotation guidelines. We used the brat rapid annotation tool, since it provides a graphical interface for marking up text units and linking their relations [61]. After the first 100 reviews were annotated by all three annotators, we calculated the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) scores (see table 2). As we obtained satisfying results, we proceeded with a single annotator who marked up the remaining 900 documents.

To evaluate the reliability of the argument component and argumentative relations annotations, we followed the approach of [56]. With regard to the argument structure, two strategies were used. Since there were no predefined markables, annotators not only had to identify the type of argument component but also its boundaries. In order to assess the latter, we used Krippendorf’s $\alpha [33]$, which allows for assessing the reliability of an annotated corpus, considering the differences in the markable boundaries. Moreover, we calculated percentage agreement and two chance-corrected measures, multi-$\pi$ [20] and Krippendorf’s $\alpha [32]$, to evaluate the annotators’ agreement in terms of the selected category of an argument component for a given sentence. We decided to operate at sentence level, since only 4.9% of the sentences in the corpus contain annotations of different argument components, e.g., both a claim and a premise span. Thus, evaluating the reliability at sentence level served as a good approximation of the IAA. At the token level, the following class distribution was achieved: 42.8% claim, 45.0% premise and 12.2% are not annotated. At the level of individual sentences, 40.3% contain a claim, 40.6% a premise and 24.1% none-annotation. Hence, 5.0% of the sentences contain several annotations.

Table 2 displays the resulting inter-rater agreement scores. We obtained an IAA of 70.5% for both the claims and the premises. The corresponding multi-$\pi$ as well as Krippendorf’s $\alpha$ scores are 34.2% and 37.4%, indicating a fair agreement for both categories. The united $\alpha$ of the claim is considerably higher compared to the sentence-level agreement. The united $\alpha$ of the premise annotations is higher too, but only slightly. Thus, the boundaries of both claims and premises are more precisely identified in comparison to the classification into argument types. The joint unitized measure for both categories is $\alpha_U = 0.4096$, suggesting a moderate agreement between the annotators. Hence, we conclude that the annotation of the argument components in student-generated peer reviews is reliably possible. Since the number of attack relations is so small, we decided to focus on the support relations, distinguishing only between the two types support and non-support. To evaluate the reliability of argumentative relations, we used the set of all relations that were possible during the annotation task, i.e., all pairs between a claim and a premise and between two premises. We obtain an IAA score of 78.0% for the support relations, concluding that argumentative support relations can be reliably annotated in our corpus.

**NLP and AM Pipeline**

To provide students with feedback on the argument quality of their texts, we first of all implemented an approach for detecting arguments in them. This approach consists of two subtasks. In a first step, we identified the components of arguments in terms of claims and premises. Next, we determined whether there is an argumentative relation between a pair of argument components. To do so, we followed the approach described in [57], a state-of-the-art approach for identifying argumentative discourse structures in persuasive essays.

**Subtask 1: Argument Component Identification**

The identification of argument components is considered as a sentence-level multi-class classification task, where each sentence in the dataset is labeled as either claim, premise or non-argumentative. Hence, apart from classifying argument components as claims or premises, this task includes the separation of argumentative from non-argumentative text units. To ensure an equal distribution of classes among training and test sets in our experiments, we performed a stratified split of the data set into a 80% training set and a 20% test set, resulting in the distribution of 32% claims, 32% premises and 36% non-argumentative spans (for both training and test set). In accordance with [3], we used several classifiers (Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Multinomial Naive Bayes (NB), Gaussian NB, Nearest Neighbor and AdaBoosted Decision Tree) for the task of argument component identification. To tune the parameters of our models, we applied grid search. For pre-processing the documents, we used the spacy parser.\(^1\) The features given in table 3 were extracted for training a model to perform the task of argument component identification following the taxonomy of [24]. We found that an SVM achieves the best results, with an accuracy of 65.4% on the test set. The resulting argument structure is visualized directly in the student-generated text by highlighting claim components in green and premise components in yellow, while non-argumentative text spans are not marked up.

---

\(^1\)https://spacy.io/
Subtask 2: Argument Relation Identification

The identification of argumentative relations is considered a binary classification task of argument component pairs, where each pair is classified as either support or non-support. All possible combinations of argument components are tested. Like before, we randomly split the dataset in a 80% training set and a 20% test set and determined the best performing system using 10-fold cross-validation on the training set. We used the same pre-processing pipeline as described in the previous paragraph and extracted the features detailed in Table 4. The comparison of several classifiers (SVM, Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Multinomial NB, Gaussian NB, Nearest Neighbor and AdaBoosted Decision Tree) revealed that an SVM achieves the best results for our corpus, obtaining an accuracy of 72.1% on the test set. To tune the parameters of our model, we again used grid search. The resulting argumentative discourse structures are visualized in terms of a directed graph, connecting a claim with its supporting premises (see figure 1, F5). Unsupported claims, i.e., claims that lack supporting evidence, are highlighted to point out that further support needs to be provided here (see figure 3).

Besides, we calculated a number of summary scores for providing students with an overview of the quality of their argumentation based on previously extracted argumentative discourse structures, including:

- **Readability**: How readable is the text based on the Flesch Reading Ease score [22]?  
- **Coherence**: How large is the proportion of sentences that are connected via discourse markers?  
- **Persuasiveness**: How large is the proportion of claims that are Supported by premises as compared to unsupported claims?

### Alternative Learning System: Discussion Scripting

To evaluate AL, we compared it to a discussion scripting application, which we also built ourselves. Implementing our own discussion scripting approach allowed us to control the differences and similarities in the design between the discussion scripting tool and AL. For the design we followed the approach of [60], since it is well-cited and empirically proven to foster the formal quality of argumentation of students. The learning tool supports the writing process of users with input masks (see figure 4 F1 and F2). Users can use these input masks to compose a formally correct argument. By clicking "Add", the argument is attached to the text field (F3). If the user decides to not use the input masks, they can also write directly into the final text field. To keep AL and the discussion scripting approach consistent with each other, there are many functions that are shared between them. First, the introduction text is the same across both apps. The help and explanation buttons in the discussion scripting approach correspond respectively to the same buttons in AL. Moreover, both text fields consist of a word count function to provide guidance in the writing process. We used the design of the particular input mask of this scripting approach and tested it in our non-collaborative experimental use case to measure the influence of the approach on the argumentation quality of students’ texts. However, both approaches, our adaptive system and the scripting approach, could be used in a collaborative learning scenario, e.g., where students give each other feedback on a business model and discuss these.

### EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we describe the experimental setup for our study. Its goal was to evaluate our hypothesis that individual feedback on student’s argumentation will help them to write more convincing texts. To achieve our goal, we designed a laboratory experiment in which participants were asked to write a peer feedback based on a given essay. Participants were randomly assigned to treatment and control group. The treatment group used AL, while participants in the control group used the discussion scripting application.2 We recruited 54 students from our university through social networks and mailing lists to take part in our experiment. After randomization, we happened to have 24 participants in the treatment and 30 in the control group. We invited them to the laboratory of our university, where we conducted the study on the exact same devices. Participants of the treatment group had an average age of 23.8 (SD= 3.86), 15 were male, 9 female. In the control group, participants’ average age was 23.03 (SD= 2.12), 22 were male, 8 female. All participants were compensated with 15 USD for a 30 to 40 minutes experiment.

---

2 AL was designed in German to provide German students with feedback on German texts. However, for ease of understanding in this paper, we translated our user interface into English (e.g., see figure 1).
Design and Procedure
The experiment consisted of three main phases: 1) pre-test phase, 2) individual writing phase and 3) post-test phase. The pre- and post-phases were consistent for all participants. In the writing phase, the treatment group used AL and the control group wrote a text using the alternative tool.

1) Pre-test phase: The experiment started with a pre-survey with 14 questions. Here, we tested three different constructs to assess whether the randomization resulted in randomized groups. First, we asked four items to test the personal innovativeness in the domain of information technology of the participants following [2]. Second, we tested the construct of feedback seeking of individuals following [4]. Example items are: "It is important for me to receive feedback on my performance." or "I find feedback on my performance useful." Both constructs were measured with a 1- to 5-point Likert scale (1: totally agree to 5: totally disagree, with 3 being a neutral statement). Third, we captured the construct of passive argumentative competency following the design of [21], since it is a proven construct to measure argumentative competencies in German. We wanted to control for the argumentative competencies, since we later measured the formal and perceived quality of argumentation of the written texts. Participants were asked to read a discussion of two teachers concerning the topic "Does TV make students aggressive?" We retrieved the topic with the discussion as well as the measurements from [21]. Based on the discussion, we asked the participants three questions concerning the argumentation structure and the content of the text with multiple choice answers: "What kind of argumentation style or structure is used?", "How can a new argument be added to the discussion?" and "Which of the following standpoints do both parties agree on?" [21]. Additionally, participants were asked how sure they were about the answers on a 1- to 5-point Likert scale (1: very sure, 5: not very sure, with 3 being a neutral statement). The competencies were then measured with a certain score from 0 to 27 following the measurements of [21].

2) Writing phase: In the writing phase of the experiments, we asked the participants to write a review about the argumentation of both parties (pro and contra) concerning the weaknesses and strengths of their argumentation. The participants were told to spend at least 15 minutes on writing this review. A countdown indicated them the remaining time. They were only able to continue the experiment after the countdown was finished. The treatment group was using AL to write the review, the control group was using the reference tool. We did not provide any introduction to any of the tools. The students using AL retrieved individual and adaptive feedback based on our feedback algorithms. Participants using the reference tool retrieved help based on input formats during the writing process.

3) Post-test phase: In the post-survey, we measured perceived usefulness, intention to use and ease of use following the technology acceptance model of [65, 64] and captured the demographics. In total, we asked 16 questions. Example items for the three constructs are: "Imagine the tool would be available in your next course, would you use it?", "The use of the argumentation tool enables me to write better argumentative texts," or "I would find the tool to be flexible to interact with". Moreover, we were asking three qualitative questions: "What did you particularly like about the use of the argumentation tool?", "What else could be improved?" and "Do you have any other ideas?"

Measurement of Argumentation Quality
Besides measuring the technology acceptance, our main objective was to measure the quality of the written texts from both groups to evaluate our main hypothesis. Therefore, we measured two main variables: 1) the formal quality of argumentation and 2) the perceived quality of argumentation.

1) Formal quality of argumentation: The written peer reviews were analyzed for the formal quality of argumentation. We applied the annotation scheme for argumentative knowledge construction described by [71]. This annotation scheme was applied in various studies and has proven high objectivity, reliability and validity (e.g., [60]). To measure the formal quality of argumentation, the annotator had to distinguish between a) unsupported claims, b) supported claims, c) limited claims, and d) supported and limited claims. A more precise description of the scheme can be found in [71]. One annotator, who had already participated in the annotation process for our corpus, then annotated the received text from the participants based on our annotation guidelines and the experience before. We only relied on one annotator since an annotator agreement was already conducted during the corpus collection process for the same kind of texts in the same domain (peer feedbacks). The formal quality of argumentation of the individual user was then defined by the number of arguments written by a user during the writing phase. Following [60], only supported, limited and supported and limited claims were counted as argumentation.

2) Perceived quality of argumentation: The perceived quality of argumentation was annotated by two different annotators. The objective was to subjectively judge how persuasive the given argumentation is on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 points (1: very persuasive, 5: not very persuasive). Since this is a very subjective measurement, we took the mean of both annotators as a final variable for the perceived quality of argumentation of the texts.

EVALUATION AND RESULTS
To evaluate our hypothesis that individual feedback on students’ argumentation will help them to write more convincing texts, we aim to answer two research questions (RQ):

RQ1: Do students perceive AL to be useful and easy to use, and would they continue to use it in the future?

RQ2: How effective is AL with helping users to write more persuasive texts compared to the traditional, proven approach?

The first research question will be answered by comparing the constructs of perceived usefulness, intention to use and ease of use for participants using AL compared to participants using the alternative tool. In particular, we will use a double-sided t-test to evaluate whether the means of the constructs are significantly different. Moreover, we will compare the
results of AL to the midpoints scale to validate a general positive technology acceptance as done in [36]. To evaluate the second research question, we compare the formal quality of argumentation as well as the perceived quality of argumentation between the written text of the treatment and the control group. We perform a double-sided t-test to assess whether differences between both groups are statistically significant. In order to control for potential effects of interfering variables with our rather small sample size and to ensure that randomization was successful, we compared the differences in the means of the three constructs included in the pre-test. For all three constructs, including personal innovativeness, feedback seeking of individuals and passive argumentative competency, we received p-values larger than 0.05 between the treatment and the control group. The p-value for personal innovativeness between both groups was p= 0.801, for feedback seeking of individuals p= 0.624, and for passive argumentative competency p= 0.375. This shows that no significant difference in the mean values for these three constructs exists between the groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Intention to use</th>
<th>Perceived usefulness</th>
<th>Perceived ease of use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean AL</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean reference tool</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD AL</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD reference tool</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Results of the technology acceptance of AL and the reference tool on a 1 - 5 Likert Scale (1: high, 5: low)

**Technology Acceptance**

For the technology acceptance, we calculated the average of every construct. The answers were provided on a 1 to 5 Likert scale (1: very sure, 5: not very sure). First, we compared the results of AL with the results of the alternative tool. The perceived usefulness of AL was rated with a mean value of 2.52 (SD= 0.58) and the average of perceived use of ease of AL was 2.17 (SD= 0.65). The mean value of intention to use of participants using AL as a writing tool was 2.33 (SD= 0.58). These values are significantly better than the results of the alternative scripting approach. For perceived usefulness we observed a mean value of 3.2 (SD= 1.12) and for perceived ease of use the value was 2.83 (SD= 1.08) for participants from the control group. The mean value for the intention to use was 3.5 (SD= 1.13). The results clearly show that the participants of our experiment rated the acceptance of AL as an adaptive feedback tool positively compared to the usage of the alternative application. The statistical significance was also proven in a double-sided t-test for all three constructs (see table 5). Moreover, the mean values of AL are also very promising when comparing the results to the midpoints. All results are better than the neutral value of 3. Especially the perceived usefulness for writing better argumentative texts and the intention to use AL as a writing support tool show promising results. A positive technology acceptance is especially important for learning tools to ensure students are perceiving the usage of the tool as helpful, useful and easy to interact. This will foster motivation and engagement to use the learning application. The perceived usefulness and intention to use provides promising results to use this tool as a feedback application in different learning settings.

**Argumentation Quality of Written Texts**

The mean number of arguments in texts from participants using AL was 5.08 (SD= 1.76). From the text of participants using the alternative tool, we counted a mean of 3.2 arguments (SD= 1.51) (see figure 5). A double-sided t-test confirmed that the treatment group wrote texts with a statistically significantly higher quality of formal argumentation: t-value= -3.622 and p<0.001. For the perceived quality of argumentation, we found that on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 points (1: very persuasive, 5: not persuasive) texts from the treatment group achieved an average value of 2.62 (SD= 0.96). Participants using the alternative application wrote texts with a mean value of the perceived quality of argumentation of 3.21 (SD= 1.19). A double-sided t-test showed that the difference was statistically significant: t-value= -2.654 and p-value= 0.0105 (p<0.05). This clearly proves our hypothesis that individual feedback on students’ argumentation helps them to write more convincing texts. The results show that students using AL wrote texts with a better formal quality of argumentation as well as a better perceived quality of argumentation compared to the ones using the traditional approach.

**Qualitative User Feedback**

As described above, we also included open questions in our survey to receive the participants’ opinions about the tool they used. The general attitude for AL was very positive. Especially the fast and direct feedback, the graph-like visualization of the argumentation structure and the summarizing scores were mentioned quite often. However, sometimes AL was not correctly classifying claims and premises, which users suggest to improve. We translated the responses from German and categorized the most representative responses in table 6.

**DISCUSSION**

Our evaluation demonstrated that adaptive and individual feedback on students’ argumentation skills helps them to write more persuasive texts. Not only the perceived argumentation quality but also the formal quality of the argumentation was significantly higher for students using AL compared to the ones using the alternative tool. We believe that cognitive dissonance theory explains this effect. The right level of feedback
on a student’s skills, such as argumentation skills, leads to cognitive dissonance and thus to motivation to change the behavior, belief or knowledge to learn how to argue. In order to successfully use a learning tool in a real-world scenario, positive technology acceptance is very important to ensure students perceive the usage of the tool as helpful, useful and easy to interact with. This will foster motivation and engagement to use the learning application. The positive perceived usefulness and intention to use of AL provides very promising results to use it as a feedback application in different learning settings. We believe that the proven short-term improvement on argumentative texts in a possibly continuous use case could lead to cognitive dissonance for the user and motivate him to learn and thus improve his skills based on cognitive dissonance theory [18]. This theory supports our underlying hypothesis that individual and personal feedback on a student’s argumentation motivates the student to improve their skill level. Therefore, our work makes several contributions to current research. To the best of our knowledge, this study is one of the first to present evaluated design knowledge on how to build a learning tool to train argumentation skills based on adaptive and intelligent feedback. It provides a basis for researchers who also aim to develop learning tools to train meta cognition skills to compare their solution with ours. Lecturers and educational institutions can now use our design principles and findings to create their own learning tools for providing adaptive and intelligent support of argumentation skills in large-scale scenarios. The main improvement suggestions from users in the qualitative feedback was that the feedback of AL must be as accurate as possible in order for users to be motivated to use the tool. In most of the cases, this seemed to be the case in our experiment, since only about twenty percent of users mentioned this issue. However, the accuracy of our feedback algorithm probably leaves the largest improvement space. We see two main options to tune the performance of our algorithm: a) enrich the corpus with more annotated texts and b) improve the performance of our models to enhance the performance of both the argument component identification classifier and the argument relation identification classifier. We will approach the first point by annotating the written peer reviews which we collected in our experiment, and add them to the corpus. For the second issue, we will experiment with further classification approaches, such as deep learning algorithms or transfer learning models like BERT [12] or ELMO [43].

Moreover, we want to ensure that the three overall scores are more transparent and understandable for the users. Therefore, we will design new calculation models for the readability, coherence and persuasiveness of the text and provide more accurate and transparent action steps on how to achieve a higher rating. In our experiment we prove the short-term influence of AL on a student’s argumentation skills. For future work we suggest to measure the long-term learning effects on students’ skills. This can be achieved with a longitudinal study in a real-world learning setting, e.g., in supporting the writing of peer reviews in business innovation lectures. Therefore, our next step will be to conduct a field experiment with three groups to evaluate the long-term impact of adaptive and intelligent feedback (provided by our feedback algorithm) on the development of students’ argumentation quality. We will rely on one control group (participants will not receive any feedback) and two treatment groups. Participants in treatment group 1 will receive information on how their argumentation quality was scored and general feedback on how to improve it, whereas participants in treatment group 2 will receive information on how their argumentation quality was scored as well as individualized feedback based on their own performance on how they could improve their argumentation quality. The functionalities necessary for the treatments will be implemented into our existing learning system ([47]). At the end of the study, we want to contribute with an evaluated learning tool that can be used in a learning-teaching scenario where students fulfill a certain exercise in a lecture (e.g., writing convincing statements for a business model) and additionally receive feedback on their argumentation on the given text.

### CONCLUSION

In this research, we designed, built and evaluated AL, an adaptive IT tool that provides students with feedback on the argumentation structure of a text by leveraging the recent advances of AM algorithms. We compared AL to a proven argumentation writing support approach in a rigorous user study with 54 participants. We found that students using AL wrote more convincing texts with a better formal quality of argumentation compared to the traditional approach. The perceived learning and intention to use provided promising results to use this tool as a feedback application in different learning settings. Our results also offer design suggestions to further improve educational feedback applications based on intelligent algorithms. With NLP and ML becoming more powerful, we hope our work will attract other researchers to design and build more intelligent tutoring systems for other learning scenarios or meta cognition skills.
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